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Abstract: Nowadays websites have traditionally used advertisements and pop ups to monetize services that
are offered free of charge. When a user visits a website, the ad that displays on the website or the pop up
that occurs while clicking anywhere in the website generates ad revenue for the website owners. This
approach has been accompanied with a new monetization model named Cryptojacking where the website
visitors' computational resources are used to mine cryptocurrencies for the handlers without the concern of
the user. Cryptojacking is a type of cybercrime which involves use of people’s devices (smartphone, laptop
and desktop) to perform crypto mining on their device's background without giving the slightest hint. Crypto
mining works on the concept called Blockchain where a complex mathematical equation is solved using
computational power and the data is stored in a ledger. Like many other cyber attacks, the motive is profit
but the main difference being that it is easy to set up the code in users' systems and hard to detect.
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1. Introduction:

It is no surprise that people prefer digital currency
over paper currency. This momentum can be
attributed to the convenience offered by digital
transactions. There are various forms of digital
currencies and one such form is the Cryptocurrency.
Cryptocurrency is considered more as a digital asset
that is spread across a number of computers. This
decentralized structure allows them to bypass the
third party entity which is often prevalent in other
digital transactions. Cryptocurrencies hold the
promise of making it easier to transfer funds directly
between two parties, without the need for a trusted
third party like a bank or credit card company.
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Dogecoin, etc are some
of the popular Cryptocurrencies with Bitcoin being
the first ever Cryptocurrency, allowing digital
transactions to be accurately calculated. Since the
creation of Bitcoin in 2009, many other
cryptocurrencies have hit the market: as of 2021,

there are 6853 different types of cryptocurrency as
per coinmarketcap. Along with the perks of investing
in Cryptocurrencies also come new threats and
risks. With Cryptocurrency gaining its momentum,
cybercriminals have also shifted their focus from
Ransomware attack to the latest cyberattack called
Cryptojacking. Unlike Ransomware, where
cybercriminals outright put-forth their demands,
Cryptorjacking is carried out by unauthorized use of
someone else’s computer to mine cryptocurrency.

2. CryptoCurrency:

Cryptocurrency is a subtype of digital currency and
the main difference being the concept of
decentralization, making it easier to transfer funds
directly between two parties, without the need for a
trusted third party like a bank or credit card
company. Cryptocurrency companies also use the
concept of Blockchain to store the details of its
customers. Bitcoin was the first cryptocurrency,
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allowing digital transactions to be accurately
recorded. Since the creation of Bitcoin in 2009,
many other cryptocurrencies have hit the market: as
of 2021, there are 6853 different types of
cryptocurrency as per coinmarketcap. Bitcoin,
Etherium, LItecoin, Dogecoin are some of the
familiar cryptocurrencies available in the market
today.

2.1 Advantages of cryptocurrency over
digital wallets

● Since transactions take place over a
decentralized network, third party
impediments like technical issues at the
bank can be bypassed.

● Sometimes, organizations like banks may be
subject to Distributed Denial of Service
attacks where the servers may go down or
identities of customers may be stolen while
breaching the bank’s database.

● Data is stored in blocks using the concept of
Blockchains.

3. Blockchains

Blockchain can be defined as a chain of blocks that
are interconnected and contain information of each
transaction which uses a distributed database where
each transaction that occurs on the Blockchain
network is recorded on the public ledger. It differs
from a typical database in the way it stores
information; blockchains store data in blocks that are
then chained together. For instance, if a transaction
is made from one point of the world to another point
of the world through a Blockchain, a block is created.
This block enters the Blockchain network where the
miners of the public ledger verifies this and adds the
block to the network if it is legitimate. These miners
are rewarded with cryptocurrency for validating each
block. To tamper a block of information during
encryption, it requires the tampering of the previous
block as well. As a result, a lot of computational
power and resources and electricity is required for
maintaining the stability of the network chain. The

block in a Blockchain comprises four components :
data, previous hash, nonce, and hash. Data consists
of aggregated details such as sender and receiver
details and the amount of transaction that takes
place. A block can have multiple transactions of
data. Previous hash connects the current block with
the previous block i.e which has the hash value of
the previous block. Nonce is a random value
generated by the Proof of work algorithm used to
vary the output of the hash value. Proof of work
algorithm is used to verify each transaction in a
Blockchain. Hash is defined as the digital fingerprint
of each block. Hash takes data, nonce and previous
hash value as input and provides a 256 bit hash
value as output. As new data comes in it is entered
into a fresh block. Once the block is filled with data it
is chained onto the previous block, which makes the
data chained together in chronological order.
Decentralized blockchains are immutable, which
means that the data entered is irreversible.
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4. Crypto Mining:

Crypto mining refers to the process of gaining
cryptocurrencies by solving cryptographic equations
with the use of high-power computers. The solving
process comprises verifying data blocks and adding
transaction records to a public record (ledger) known
as a blockchain.

4.1 Process:

Mining is a tricky task to perform. For instance,
Bitcoin mining uses cryptography, with a hash
function called double SHA-256. A cryptographic
hash function is an algorithm that takes an arbitrary
amount of data input—a credential—and produces a
fixed-size output of enciphered text called a hash value,
or just “hash.” That enciphered text can then be stored
instead of the password itself, and later used to verify
the user. Simply, A hash takes a portion of data as
input and shrinks it down into a smaller hash
value.With a cryptographic hash, there's no way to
get a hash value you want without trying a whole lot
of inputs. But once you find an input that gives the
value you want, it's easy for anyone to authenticate
the hash.Thus, cryptographic hashing has become a
reliable way to moderate Mining.

5. Cryptojacking:

Cryptojacking is a cyberattack where a person's
computer is used to mine cryptocurrency. Normally,
mining a cryptocurrency requires a lot of
computational resources and electricity. So, In crypto
jacking where a malicious link is sent via a mail,
clicking the link runs a crypto mining code or setting
an ad trap in a website where a JavaScript code
runs automatically on the victim’s browser. The
crypto mining code works in the background and it's
hard to suspect. Only indication is the performance
of the computer becomes slow or lags oftenly when
executing or opening an application.

5.1 Working: There are two primary ways used
by the hackers to breach into a victim's device to
secretly mine cryptocurrencies:

● Malicious links - usually sent via email and
once the victim opens the link, a crypto
mining code is loaded in the computer.

● Malicious websites or online ads - once the
site is loaded, a JavaScript code is
auto-executed within milliseconds.

Both methods are preferred by hackers to maximize
their return. The script runs complex mathematical
problems as a script on the victim’s device and
sends the results to a server which is controlled by
the hacker. Certain mining scripts affect other
devices and servers that are connected to the same
network because of the worming capabilities which
makes them harder to find and remove. Once the
script is loaded in a device it checks whether the
device is already infected by any mining malware
and if so, the script is disabled.

5.2 Effects :

Unlike other types of cyber attacks, there isn’t any
damage that is caused by cryptojacking scripts. Yes,
they steal computer computational resources but for
an individual user slower execution might be the only
indication. It becomes a major issue if systems in
organization are cryptojackted because it can incur
real cost.

For instance:

● The use of help desk and IT time and
resources spent tracking down performance
issues and replacing systems or
components in the hope of solving the
problem.

● Increased electricity costs.
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6. Recent Attacks:

● Eight different apps were removed from the
Microsoft Store in 2019 for secretly mining
cryptocurrencies with the resources of those
who purchased them. The apps were
allegedly created by three independent
developers, but it was suspected that they
were all created by the same person or
organisation. The potential cryptojacking
apps might be found through keyword
searches in the Microsoft Store, as well as
on lists of the best free apps. When a user
downloaded and launched one of the apps,
they would inadvertently download
cryptojacking JavaScript code. The miner
would turn on and begin seeking for Monero,
consuming a large portion of the device's
resources and slowing it down.

● Cryptojacking code was discovered hidden
within the Homicide Report page of the Los
Angeles Times in 2018. When people visited
the Homicide Report page, their computers
were used to mine Monero, a prominent
cryptocurrency. Because the script
consumed very little computer power, the
threat went undetected for a long time, and
many users were unaware that their
machines had been compromised.

● A cryptojacking attack compromised over
200,000 MikroTik routers in Brazil in July
and August 2018, injecting CoinHive code
into a significant amount of web traffic.

● It was discovered in early 2018 that the
CoinHive miner was running on YouTube
Ads through Google's DoubleClick platform.

● The Prometei botnet, which dates back to
2016, is a modular and multi-stage botnet
that is meant to mine the Monero
cryptocurrency. It infects devices and
spreads through networks using a variety of
methods. However, Cybereason learned in
early 2021 that Prometei was deploying

malware and harvesting credentials by
leveraging Microsoft Exchange
vulnerabilities used in the Hafnium attacks.
The botnet would then mine Monero on the
infected devices.

7. Measures:

Browser Extensions:

Most of the scripts are distributed on the
browser, therefore using some popular browser
extensions such as minerBlocker, No Miner and Anti
Miner can help you prevent it.

Ad Blocker:

Online ads are set as traps to install the
mining code in the user computer, installing an ad
blocker can be effective.

Disable JavaScript:

Disable javascript while browsing which can
help to prevent cryptojacking code from infecting.
The downside of disabling JavaScript is that it deters
other basic functionalities possessed by most of the
websites.

Spot Phishing Emails:

Sending malicious links via emails is
considered to be the most effective way to trick the
users. Educating the users to identify potentially
harmful links is essential.

Check CPU Usage:

CPU usage can be monitored in the Task
Manager. Websites that contain minimal media
content do not use much CPU memory. When
memory usage increases when using such websites,
these are signs that cryptomining code may be
running in the background.
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